Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Implementation of Local Area Networks (LAN) and parallel processing architectures are widely used the extensions of the rings network. Rings network is an old technology and has a poor performance before compared to star, torus, bus and etc. However, chordal rings can solved these problems by adding more links or chord lengths into the ring in a uniform way. In chordal rings, vertices were representing their processing elements and edges were representing the communication links between them. Chordal rings were used for multiprocessors interconnection and as Fiber To The Home (FTTH) backbones.
A loop network is a network with at least one ring structure. The performance of loop is better when the 978-1-4244-2315-6/08/$25.00 ©2008 IEEE.
number of loop was increased. Then the performance of triple loops is better than a single loop. This is related to degree six chordal rings, which has triple loops. The traffic can easily switch around the ring in case of node or link failure. The performance of chordal rings is better when the number of links or degree was increased and gives small diameters and average path lengths.
In this paper, section 2 was discussed about the methods that we used. We analyze the structures, tree visualization, paths, formulations and geometrical representation for CHRm6 and CR6 in section 3. We made some comparisons between these two methods and discussed the results in section 4. Section 5 gives the conclusion of this research.
METHODS FOR MODIFIED AND TRADITIONAL CHORDAL RINGS
These two topologies have different structures to each other. Each structures have their own definition of interconnection and have own properties.
In this paper, tree visualization was shown for both modified and traditional chordal rings. x as a source node and y is a destination node. Tree visualization is important to look at the maximum number of nodes in each layer. The redundant paths can be found easily and total number of nodes can be calculated.
All the formulas were referring to the optimal graphs. An optimal graph is a graph with maximum number of nodes in each layer. An ideal graph is defined similarly to the optimal graphs but it does not contain the maximum number of nodes in the last layer. These two types of chordal rings were representing in geometrical representation. This is make the chordal rings is more interesting and unique.
ANALYSIS

A. CHRm6
Structure. Figure 1 shows the example of CHRm6. This topology was proposed by Raja Noor Farah Azura [12] . The definition of CHRm6 was given as follows: 
Tree visualization. Figure 2 shows the tree visualization of CHRm6. There are three layers in the tree. First layer contains 6 nodes with 0 as a source node, 22 nodes in the second layer and 64 nodes in the third layer. This number of nodes was found after considered the redundant paths. +s is for ring edges clockwise direction, -s is for ring edges anticlockwise 
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rl::'IC_oCIlI Paths. Table 1 shows the paths of CHRm6. The notations still same as above. This paths is for third layer and there are only 64 nodes from 102 nodes after considered the redundant paths. 
The formula of average path length in optimal graphs, Table 2 . Maximum number of nodes in each layer (6) Geometrical representation. Figure 3 shows the geometrical representation for G = CHRm6(N,s,~,~,~)· This tile was look different from traditional chordal ring because it has different connection for odd and even node numbers. However, it is still repeated exactly k times by using the same concept of connection. This tile represents the connection for both odd and even source nodes. Clearly can see that it was started from 0 as source node and still using same notation as in the definition of CHRm6. All the nodes in a CHRm6 will be connected to each other.
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Formulations. All the following formulas are important in CHRm6. Table 2 shows the maximum number of nodes, Nm in each layer, I .
From Table 2 , we found the formula of N m .
According to the definition of CHRm6, the number of nodes N must be even number. Table 3 shows the total number of nodes, No in optimal graphs Paths. Table 4 shows the paths of CR6. The notations still same as above. These paths are for third layer and there are only 38 nodes from 78 nodes after considered the redundant paths. 
Tree visualization. Figure 5 shows the visualization of CR6. There are three layers in the tree. First layer contains 6 nodes, second layer contains 18 nodes and third layer contains 38 nodes. This number of nodes was found after considered the redundant paths. +s is for ring edges clockwise direction, -s is for ring edges anticlockwise direction, +h l is for chord length for even nodes clockwise direction, -hI as chord length for even nodes anticlockwise direction, + h2 as chord length for even and odd nodes clockwise direction and -h 2 as chord length for even and odd nodes anticlockwise direction. An as node number in first layer, Bn as node number in second layer and en as node number in third layer.
Structure. Figure 4 shows the example of CR6. Abbas [1] was denoted CR6 as G(n;sl,s2) where n is the number of nodes and sl,S2 are the chord lengths. CR6 is related to a distributed loop graphs G(n;sl;s2; ..;sd) which is a graph with a vertex set equal to (O,I, ...,n -1) , and the edge set equal to (u,u ± i) where Table 5 . Maximum number of nodes for CR6
The formula of theoretical diameter is, :=B12)'+'(CJ-C13) Figure 6 . Geometrical representation of CR6 (10) _
Therefore the formula of average path length In optimal graphs, d avgo is
Geometrical representation. Figure 6 shows the geometrical representation for CR6. The connections are same for odd and even nodes. Every node was connected to each other by using the same concept of connection. Figure 7 shows the comparison of number of nodes versus diameter. From the graphs, we can see that the diameter increased when the number of nodes increased for both methods. However, CHRm6 gives shortest diameter compared to CR6 for the same number of nodes. ;~'8),.h1 IC_CM)
RESULT AND COMPARISON
;'0=821),+M(C_C-) Number of Nodes Figure 8 shows the comparison of diameter for theoretical, t and real value, i for CHRm6. We can see that the diameter for theoretical graph is smaller than ideal graph especially for diameter 5 and 6. Figure 9 shows the comparison of diameter for theoretical, t and real value, i for CR6. Generally, we can see that the diameter for theoretical graph is smaller than ideal graph. We can see the obvious changes from diameter 5. 
CONCLUSION
This paper was analyzing the two methods of degree six chordal rings. This paper also derived formulas for diameters and average path lengths for CHRm6 and CR6. Although these formulas are based on optimal graphs, it is approximately precise. CHRm6 is the best topology compared the other topologies even CHRm6 and CR6 are same degree. CHRm6 gives shortest diameters from the others. Further research should explore properties and develop an optimum routing scheme for CHRm6.
